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In this essay I respond to the broad question of how knowledge was produced in early modern Europe by offering an analysis of a cluster of natural historical collections amassed around the turn of the seventeenth century in the Netherlands. I aim to tie agents of Dutch medicine and pharmacology to a broader, pan-European history of natural history and medicine circa 1600 while also venturing claims about how the knowledge in which these individuals trafficked—medical knowledge, natural history—was linked to material objects. With one exception, the principal subjects of this account lived and worked within a five-kilometer distance of each other, in the university town of Leiden. As pharmacists, botanists, medical doctors, and professors of medicine, they shared a professional interest in medicine as well. What further links these men is their common interest in collecting; each of them owned or oversaw a sizable collection that encompassed natural items, man-made artifacts, and ethnographic goods. Bernardus Paludanus (Berent ten Broecke, 1530–1633), the town doctor of Enkhuizen and the only nonresident of Leiden, amassed voluminous collections of naturalia and ethnographic materials, which lured numerous European visitors to the northern port town where he lived. Christiaen Porret (1554–1627), French-born longtime resident of Leiden and prominent pharmacist, owned a massive collection on a par with a Kunst- or Wunderkammer of a princely sort. Dirck Cluyt (1546–98), a pharmacist from Delft who moved to Leiden to manage the university garden in 1592, Carolus Clusius (1526–1609), first director of the Leiden University garden, and his colleague Pieter Pauw (1564–1617), professor of medicine at Leiden, were all professionally associated with the growing collections of natural and man-made goods (from crocodiles, blowfish, and exotic plants to maps, prints, and mummies) housed at the university.
Porret's collection was assembled in his "cabinet" (cunstcamer) is key to the following account of Dutch medical collections and their uses, which aims among other things to assess what items such as those collected by Porret—"exceptional," "curious," "rare," and "sensual" objects—have to do with medical knowledge in early modern Holland.

Knowledge and Its Making in Holland

How did the Dutch know? Various recent scholars have characterized early modern Dutch epistemology as bound up with vision and visual representation. Svetlana Alpers's *The Art of Describing* offered a groundbreaking analysis of the extent to which the primacy of visual experience in scientific inquiry went hand in hand with indigenous artistic practices. The Baconian imperative to observe, describe, and chart the natural world and to do so while and by disassociating oneself from inherited precepts resonates with the dominant mode of representation in the Dutch domain: naturalistic and, according to Alpers, descriptive, rather than narrative, picturing. More recently, David Freedberg has called attention in his "Science, Commerce, and Art" to what the subtitle of the essay names "Neglected Topics at the Junction of History and Art History." According to Freedberg, Dutch culture of the Golden Age featured triangular relations among art, science, and commerce; knowledge production is necessarily associated with global trade of the sort at which the Dutch excelled, and science is inextricably linked to representation on the one hand and the market on the other.

Other studies, less strictly focused on the Netherlands and less art historical in orientation, have compounded this view of early modern knowledge production. Pamela Smith and Paula Findlen have demonstrated how closely interlinked the domains of commerce, science, and the arts were and, in the Dutch case among others, how firmly socially and economically grounded natural inquiry was. They have underscored the bonds between patronage and commerce and the impact of both on cultural production concerned with the investigation of nature. "Individuals who claimed to imitate nature, such as many of the artist-artisans, medical practitioners, and other investigators of nature . . . helped lay the foundations of the new philosophy, which eventually would come to be called 'science.'” This knowledge was derived from hands-on and empirical investigation. "This new natural philosophy, pursued with increasing enthusiasm in the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, emphasized practice, the active collection of experience, and observation of nature.” One of the arenas

While each of the men listed here plays a role in what follows, Christiaen Porret will assume the lead. His collection is largely unstudied, and what is known about him and the rather spectacular objects he amassed affords a unique view of the practices associated with collecting and with study (knowledge making) in the early seventeenth century. A year after Porret's death in 1627, the contents of his collection were sold by public auction at his home in Leiden (fig. 10.1). The catalog, a printed pamphlet that is our only record of his collection, advertised the goods on offer as "the Exceptional Items or Curiosities and Rare Sensualities [Sinnelickheden] From Indian and other foreign locales conches/ shells/ terrestrial and maritime creatures/ minerals/ and also strange animals; and some artfully made handicrafts and paintings Which Christiaen Porrett [sic], late Pharmacist /assembled in his Cabinet [Cunstcamer]." Like the contents of the collection, the catalog's title may offer potent evidence useful for reconstructing early modern Dutch epistemology. The objects he owned, many of them foreign and most of them unusual in some regard, are ultimately bound together by the force of ownership: Porret is, literally, the organizing principle of this accumulation of curiosities. The fact that
in which Smith and Findlen locate enthusiasm for this new natural philosophy is medicine. Like Harold Cook, who has asserted that a key role was played by natural historians, individuals interested in natural things (res natuæ) and, in many instances, medical professionals, Smith and Findlen point out that medical practitioners were prominently involved in “formulating, articulating, and disseminating the new philosophy.”

Cook, whose research focuses on seventeenth-century Dutch practices, suggests that “the most lively work done in the period” of the Scientific Revolution was “related to medicine and natural history.”

Much lively work of precisely this sort took place around the turn of the seventeenth century in Holland. Enkhuizen, a medium-sized port town in which the municipal doctor Bernardus Paludanus lived, worked, and welcomed visitors to his collection, provides a point of entry. Enkhuizen served as the primary Zuider Zee port from the time it distinguished itself as the first Netherlands city to throw off Spanish rule in the 1570s and would later become one of the six towns in which the Dutch East India Company established headquarters; in the early seventeenth century it harvested the profits of both herring fishing in the North Sea and global trade. Paludanus had traveled extensively before settling in Enkhuizen—in eastern Europe, the Middle East, Egypt, Italy, and the German territories. During these travels, he acquired a medical education (he received his doctorate in philosophy and medicine in Padua), hands-on experience of some of the most celebrated European collections of the time, and collectibles.

Paludanus and his fellow Dutch collectors translated the practice of medical collection to the shores of the Netherlands. We know that Paludanus met such prominent naturalist-collectors as the Neapolitan pharmacist Ferrante Imperato (1550–1631) and, in Bologna, the professor Ulisse Aldrovandi (1522–1605) during his voyages, for example. Likewise, the foreign naturalia Dutch collections contained included Asian, African, and American items, in step with the advances of Dutch trade. The Enkhuizen doctor’s cabinet contained many thousands of objects—dried plants and seeds and resins and, as one German visitor recalled, “all manner of beautiful and remarkable rarities and unusual things from China, India, America, Africa, Asia, Peru, Egypt, Moluccas, Spain, Canary Islands, Turkey, Greece, etc.”

Around the turn of the seventeenth century, at a time when he maintained close contact and collaborated with the “Dutch Magellan,” the merchant-voyager and author Jan Huugen van Linschoten (ca. 1562–1611), Paludanus began to collect ethnographic items in large numbers as well. Paludanus’s collection featured natural things and foreign items (res natuæ and res exoticae) commingled in impressive numbers. The Dutch jurist Hugo de Groot (Hugo Grotius, 1583–1645) was particularly inspired by Paludanus’s extensive possessions, which he described as “the treasury of the globe, collection of the whole, ark of the universe, sacred sanctuary of nature, and temple of the world.”

A microcosmic assemblage, Paludanus’s collection offered its visitors the experience of the totality of nature. It consisted mostly of naturalia, supplemented by ethnographic materials, many of them new to the European markets.

More often than not, studies of Paludanus’s collection mention his profession only in passing. This is in keeping with a more general trend in the literature on early modern collecting, which construes collecting on the part of pharmacists and doctors as a hobby, while in the case of princes and rulers it is thought to have constituted a potent means for sociopolitical maneuvering and the representation of power. As Paula Findlen has demonstrated, the study of substances used in the preparation of medicines (materia medica) was a critical link between the medical profession and collections. In the context of a widespread curricular reform that took place during the sixteenth century and affected university medical training directly, the study of materia medica rose to new prominence, and instruction in simples became de rigueur at universities throughout Europe. The most renowned sixteenth-century teacher of medicinal preparations, Luca Ghini (1490–1556), was hailed in his own time as a “prince of the science of simples.” Simplex were taught after midcentury at Montpellier, where free, public lectures were offered to barber-surgeons and apothecaries as well; and, at Leiden, simples were taught to medical students in the university garden as well as in professors’ homes. Whether Paludanus, for example, actually used the specimens gathered in his encyclopedic collection for medical purposes is unknown; the scope of the collection and its renown indicate that it was far from simply a practical resource. Paludanus exemplifies the proximity of early modern medical professionals to the domain of natural goods, procured increasingly via trade channels such as ran through Enkhuizen.

Thousands of foreign travelers visited Paludanus’s collection, and his guestbook provides a wealth of information about the republic of virtuosi who made excursions for the sake of natural knowledge. His collection was also a professional resource in the sense that when, in the early 1590s, the trustees of Leiden University approached Paludanus and offered him the position of director of the university garden, they stipulated that he was to bring with him to Leiden his collection of dried specimens for use in the instruction of medical students. In the event, Paludanus refused the offer and remained in Enkhuizen. The next candidate considered
for the position of director of the garden, the prominent Delft pharmacist Dirck Cluyt, was also renowned for his collections. Because he lacked an academic degree, Cluyt was not offered the position of director, but later, in 1594, he moved to Leiden as prefect of the garden. At the time of his death in 1598, he owned roughly four thousand dried specimens and over one thousand watercolors of plants, Cluyt, Paludanus, and the pharmacist Porret represent a systematically underestimated factor in histories of early modern knowledge. Their commitment to amassing sizable collections of naturalia and rare or curious objects is doubly difficult to account for because, on the one hand, it is obscured by the emphasis in histories of the period on other forms of scientific pursuit and, on the other hand, their professional status was in flux, if not in question. During the early modern period, the status of pharmacists and doctors within the medical profession shifted, the late sixteenth century in particular witnessed a trend toward professionalism. To some extent, as illustrated in the requirements established by the trustees of Leiden University for the position of director of the university garden, legitimacy was leveraged on the stuffs of nature, Paludanus's and Cluyt's qualifications for the position were quantifiable and transportable in the forms of fossils, minerals, and other specimens to be used in teaching. Paludanus turned down the offer of employment at the university and Cluyt was deemed not hirable because he lacked an academic degree, but in both cases their collections had helped to qualify them for the position and they each subsequently continued to acquire renown for their collections. We will return later to the issue of social legitimation through collecting.

Ivory Towers

On 28 March 1628, within a year of his death, Porret's collection was sold at his home on the Maersmansteeg in Leiden. What became of the amazing range of objects listed under 719 headings in the printed catalog is not known. Like the phrases animating the title page, the entries vacillate between categories in bewildering ways. Porret's collection contained exceptional, curious, rare, and foreign items that ranged from shells and sea creatures to animals and minerals and to works of art as well. The catalog opens with itemized listings of vessels made of semiprecious stone, an ivory lathe-work tower of enclosed spheres, a spiral staircase in ivory, a Persian cloth in the form of a turban, a sketch of Prince Mauritius, and an oblong agate; and it closes with a long series of entries describing watercolor renderings of animals, plants, and flowers. While it is remarkable how many semiprecious stones, natural history watercolors (upward of seven hundred), and exotic items Porret owned, it is even more surprising that his name figures only dimly in histories of collections such as his own.

Within the European context of collections assembled in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries at courts from Prague and Vienna to Brussels and in ducal residences in between, as on a smaller scale privately, the combination in Porret's collection of natural items, works of art and handicraft, ethnographic specimens, and even optical devices is entirely congruent with more general developments. Early modern European microcosmic collections consisted of famously heterogeneous compilations of goods. The polymath Francis Bacon recommended, in 1594, that the learned gentleman maintain "a goodly, huge cabinet, wherein whatsoever the hand of man by exquisite art or engine has made rare in stuff, form or motion; whatsoever singularity, chance, and the shuffle of things hath produced... shall be sorted and included."21 Many a learned gentleman did. Taste ran to instruments, ethnographical items and imports from the New World, and antiquities, as well as to narwhal horns and bezoar stones. Bacon's inclusive prescription helps to explain the coexistence in such collections of dwarfs and hirsutes, for example, with artifacts of nature such as malformed antlers or "painted" stones.

Early modern collecting and collections of the kind that fall under the joint rubric of Kunst- and Wunderkammern have been studied in recent years by historians of art and science alike. Analyses of European collections of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries are often driven by polarities. This is particularly true of studies of collecting that consider them emblematic of epistemological and social interests. Erwin Panofsky's 1954 book Galileo as a Critic of the Arts treats the relationship between art and science as a matter of taste and does so with direct reference to early modern collecting practices. Panofsky's book is a fascinating study of sensibility—of Galileo's poetic sensibility and the ways in which it informed his scientific disposition. In formulating an opposition between two poetic modes (and in turn two kinds of collections) Galileo lays out his aesthetic proclivities. Panofsky cites an extended comparison Galileo drew between the poetry of Ariosto, whom he preferred, and Tasso; the two modes of writing are compared to two different kinds of collecting. When he read Ariosto, Galileo wrote, he beheld "opening up before [him], a treasure room, a festive hall, a regal gallery adorned with a hundred classical statues by the most renowned masters," whereas Tasso's poetry called to mind "the study of some little man with a taste for curios who has taken delight in fitting it out with things that have something strange
about them . . . but are, as a matter of fact, nothing but bric-a-brac—a petrified crayfish; a dried-up chameleon; a fly and a spider embedded in a piece of amber; some of those little clay figures which are said to be found in the ancient tombs of Egypt.”

The terms of Galileo’s spatial metaphor make clear that different sorts of collection were associated with different modes of thought and expression. As Panofsky noted, “Galileo portrays to a nicety, and with evident gusto, one of those jumbled Kunst- und Wunderkammern so typical of the Mannerist age.” Compared to “a formal gallery full of Roman marbles and Raphael’s,” it comes off as lacking in conceptual order or stability and fails to surpass the quirky pleasures of the little man (ometto) at its center.24 Panofsky suggests that this paragone serves as a crucial iteration of the astronomer’s “aesthetic attitude” and, in turn, attributes Galileo’s scientific proclivities and specifically his distaste for Kepler’s models of planetary motion to his affinity for coherent patterns of symbolic thought—as reflected in Ariosto’s poetry and collecting “high art” on a grand scale. Galileo’s evocation of a cabinet of curiosity renders it intellectually flaccid, leaving the ometto in the dust, and in this regard it does not reflect the sort of epistemological undergirding characteristic of the Dutch collections under discussion. Nonetheless, the implicit connections Galileo makes between an individual (the ometto, for example) and his collection is underlined by Panofsky. On this model, collections are fossils of philosophical or poetic conceptions.

Panofsky claimed that the passage partially cited above is “fully appreciable only by art historians.”25 Recent literature on collecting and specifically on cabinets of curiosity and Wunderkammern, however, belies the notion that any single historical discipline has more traction on the subject than any other. Most recent studies of collecting and of the philosophical category of wonder have been written across historical disciplines.26 Distinctions between sort and scope of collections are no longer traced along national or regional lines; instead, differences have come to be charted in social and professional terms. H. D. Schepelern has proposed that collecting principles were by and large uniform throughout Europe but that differences pertain between the aims of natural historians and philosophers, on the one hand, and royal or noble collectors, on the other.27 Giuseppe Olmi, in his studies of early modern Italian collections, has distinguished the private from the princely: “social and economic status of the collectors, and, more importantly, their intellectual and professional interests,” are the coordinates according to which the two kinds of collections are organized. Olmi specified that, in his view, the contents and the arrangement of collections assembled by (medical) professionals were “purely functional rather than symbolic.”28 Similarly, in her discussion of “Museums of Medicine,” Findlen treats apothecaries’ collections as a distinct genre: ownership of such a collection by a pharmacist was unequivocally bound up with the “study of nature as medically necessary knowledge.”29 Pharmacists’ collections were, according to Findlen, fairly straightforward extensions of their professional, medical interests. Apothecaries “collected specimens as a natural part of their professional activities; they were the ingredients for the medicines sold in pharmacies.”30 Possession of a collection was worth something in social currency, but even the cultural or social capital at stake was tied directly to professional practice: “Collecting increased the status of men such as [Francesco] Calzolari and Imperato,” Findlen writes, “by publicizing their possession of the most exotic ingredients that nature could supply.”31

On this view, natural historians and philosophers enacted in their collections a commitment to obtaining scads of naturalia that confirmed their active familiarity with and control over elements of the natural world. The relationship between the medical profession and Wunder- or Kunstkammern in the early modern period was built of a common interest in the natural world—in natural philosophy and natural history. Lorraine Daston and Katharine Park have asserted that “the emergence of collecting as an activity not just of patricians and princes, as in the High and later Middle Ages, but of scholars and medical men as well” was “closely connected with [the] new surge of interest in natural wonders.”32 Princely collections were bound by symbolic order; their spectacle ultimately reflected the power of their owners. Daston and Park also adduced social identity as a primary defining factor where they cited a “spectrum ranging from the princely collection . . . to the professional collection,” with scholars, physicians, and lawyers actively collecting under the professional rubric, and medical professionals most assiduously collecting naturalia. The spectacle of learning, though, that such collections produced was distinct from the spectacle of power staged in princely collections.33

Generally speaking, it might be assumed that a pharmacist’s collection assembled around the turn of the seventeenth century would feature items relating to medicinal preparations—plants, spices, resins, and minerals. Porret’s collection did, in good number. In addition to naturalia, however, it contained numerous man-made or artfully natural items, ethnographic objects, and scientifiques as well. The initial entries in the catalog for Porret’s collection list “two serpentine containers/that serve as cups or mugs”; “two crystal glasses/with white stripes”; “a platter of
serpentine stone”, “an ivory sphere or globe/ with various balls/ that turn within each other/ on a pedestal/ or foot of ebony”; and “a spiral staircase made of ivory.” Here and throughout the catalog, cast animals painted with lead glaze are cited: “a cast frog, painted with lead,” and “a salamander painted in lead” (no. 29) are just two of the artifacts reminiscent of those produced in Paris by the natural historian and ceramicist Bernard Palissy (1509–90). The first page of the catalog also cites a round piece of quartz and a shell and “two mother-of-pearl fishing rods from the Straits of Magellan.” The variety of objects is remarkable. The catalog also lists, for example, “a sea plant like cauliflower” (presumably a coral) and hundreds of shells in all sizes and shapes and colors, including at least one “mother of pearl shell, carved and painted” (no. 168) (see plate 4). A “covered nut from the Indies” (no. 42) is found in the company of a “covered head, from a fruit from the Indies”; either of these may have been a coconut with elaborate decoration. The list goes on, citing a carved wooden crucifix in an ebony case (no. 61); a blue sapphire in lead (no. 62); a large piece of white coral, painted red and gilded (no. 69); a couple of beaks of birds from the Indies; and a number of rather conventional pictures, among them a pair of painted landscapes in the round and images of contemporary rulers. Porret also owned a “bird’s nest in a red drawer, with five or six little birds very beautifully constructed of feathers in all colors” (no. 133); “a small box that screws shut, artfully carved, containing wooden toothpicks” (no. 130); numerous groups of “old medals or coins” (no. 99); and a number of foreign pieces of cloth and clothing. Not to mention a peach, a quince, a pear, and a cucumber, each sculpted in wax and containing “two Venetian gloves”; numerous natural stones and painted stones; green eggs of the emu; Indian and Chinese inks; gems and fossils and herbs, both dried and painted; lacquer work; sulfur; a magnifying glass, a kaleidoscope, and other optical devices; Hungarian and Turkish shoes; whistles devised to attract various animals; a blowfish; a large crocodile and a small crocodile; and sheets and sheets of watercolors and drawers and drawers filled with resins, stones, minerals, and fruits.

How unusual was Porret’s collection? It is similar to Paludanus’s in magnitude, though not entirely in scope: Porret owned works of art [paintings and watercolors and elaborate sculptural items] and Paludanus did not. Porret ventured to collect artful and ingenious items of handicraft; coins and medals; representational works; optical devices. The extent to which his collection comprised a professional resource is not self-evident from the catalog. One measure of its medical or pharmacological role and usefulness may, however, be available through comparison with other local instances of medical collection. The town of Leiden boasted one of the great public collections of naturalia and other curiosities—the university garden—and its extended holdings were, by the first decade of the seventeenth century, popular tourist destinations (fig. 10.2). The anatomical theater too housed a small collection of prints, paintings, and various curiosities; this collection was significantly expanded later in the seventeenth century. In the garden, a long gallery (ambulacrum) was built in 1599; it was the brainchild of Pieter Pauw, professor of medicine [the garden opened in 1594]. Originally intended to shelter students and visitors from rain and to provide protection for plants during the winter, by the second decade of the century, by which time its floor had been paved, the Leiden ambulacrum housed a sort of mini-Wunderkammer, with an emphasis on naturalia. In 1614 the city historian Jan Janszoon Orlers wrote that it was “decorated and hung with many and various maps and geographical depictions, as with some foreign animals and plants, brought here from both of the Indies and other places.” The earliest inventory of the
in Imitation of Nature, 1530–36), Otto Brunfels (1464–1534) told a pointed story about the decline of practical knowledge among medical professionals that was intended to highlight a weakness his publications might ameliorate. Citing Erasmus, Brunfels recounted an instructive prank a certain Basel doctor (Guilielmus Copus, d. 1532?) pulled on the medical faculty at the University of Paris. At a dinner with the Paris professors Copus extracted an herb from the salad and challenged them to name it. Dumb-founded by its appearance, the learned professors concluded that it must be a rare and foreign vegetable. A kitchen maid was called to the table and declared the herb to be common parsley.38 Professors of medicine and professional naturalists levied accusations of ignorance in matters horticultural and pharmaceutical against unlearned doctors, pharmacists, and other practitioners of the healing arts more often than the tale of Copus might suggest.39 Accusations of misreading dispensatory manuals or texts on the materia medica were directed at pharmacists with some regularity. Mocked in contemporary texts, pharmacists were also in many cases subjected to increasingly stringent controls, often enforced by faculties of medicine who were authorized to license apothecaries and herbalists.40

In the context of these disputes about legitimacy and medical knowledge, class divisions between university-trained medical professionals and “unlearned” apothecaries were stressed to the point of outright ridicule. A text on medicinal simples by Antonius Musa Brasavolus published in 1536 offers a case in point.41 In the course of the book, the narrator (the author, Brasavolus) encounters the aged pharmacist Senex and his helper Herbarius collecting herbs in the hills outside Ferrara. Brasavolus takes Senex to task for “the surprising listlessness of apothecaries” in general and for stubbornly misidentifying medicinal plants in particular; Senex is ruthlessly characterized by the Ferrarese nobleman-author as coarse, ill-mannered, and, initially at least, chauvinistic in his defense of tradition and acquired knowledge over innovative and open-minded study.42 Social or class dominion was at stake in numerous early modern disputes over the legitimacy of remedies and their contents. As late as 1622, Caspar Bauhin, quoting the Parisian physician Jean Fernel (1497–1558), wrote: “The knowledge, collection, choice, culling, preservation, preparation, correction, and task of mixing of simples all pertain to the pharmacists; yet it is especially necessary for the physician to be expert and skilled in these things. If, in fact, he wishes to maintain and safeguard his dignity and authority among the servants of the art, he should teach them these things.”43 In his Flemish herbal (Gruideboeck), published in 1554 in Antwerp, Rembert Dodoens (1517–85) explained that he had compiled a catalog of the plant

Social Legitimation through Nature

The period during which Porret, Paludanus, Cluyt, and their compatriots amassed their collections was a time of flux in the medical professions. The knowledge of simples among medical professionals was seen, across Europe, to have descended to an all-time low by the early decades of the sixteenth century. In the introduction to his groundbreaking herbal, the Herbarum Vivae Eicones ad Naturae Imitationem [Living Images of Plants
world in order to rectify widespread ignorance of medicinal plants among practicing doctors. Doctors, he wrote, "believed that such knowledge and familiarity was not worthy of their attention, but was the province of Apothecaries or other unlearned persons. . . . This knowledge of and familiarity with plants is very necessary and fitting to all doctors." 44 In this context, medical professionals’ collections might have offered leverage in a market where academic doctors ruled the institutional roost, and where pharmacy had yet to be cleansed of the taint of "unprofessional" science or medicine. 45

How might such a chamber of wonders as Porret assembled have served him in pursuit of profit and social rank? Its very existence reflects his relative wealth, and it may during his lifetime have reflected social dominion as well. In an era in which efforts were made to clean up the profession—an era that saw the publication of guidelines in the form of pharmacopeias, for example, and increasingly stringent judicial measures to divide gypsies, quacks, and herbalists from socially and professionally responsible providers—possession of a collection may have served as a mark of distinction. His investment in the goods and in their preservation, in removing valuable items from circulation, may have elevated his status by implication. No records of visits to the collection survive, but judging by the European renown of Paludanus's belongings, Porret's collection is unlikely to have gone unnoticed. When Dirck Cluyt died, the Leiden University medical students attempted to apply the value of his collections to their preservation as a pedagogic resource. Declaring that he had spared no expense or effort in assembling a collection that encompassed four thousand simplicia and over one thousand botanical watercolors at the time of his death in 1598, and that these materials—dried goods and pictures alike—were used in the instruction of medicine, the students petitioned the trustees of the university to award Cluyt's position to his son [who was merely twenty-one and had no medical training] on account of the collection bequeathed to him. 46 Possession of res naturae was tantamount, it seems, to knowledge.

Stuff/Wonder

Porret's collection affords us a remarkable opportunity to explore the nature of professional collecting in early modern Holland. It defies general expectations about the practical nature of pharmaceutical pursuits in its inclusion of so very many exotic, unusual, and exceptional items, and it raises questions about the role of naturalia and sensualia [sinnelickheden] in the practice of natural history. These expectations and these questions have been taken up by Daston and Park in their Wonders and the Order of Nature—in particular where they discuss the terms of "preternatural history" as practiced by medical professionals. 47 "Preternatural history" is a term they coin to denote a new form of natural philosophy practiced in the early modern era that encompassed the study and indeed the privileging of "marvelous effects of all sorts" and wonders. 48 Though he could not have written it, the title of the catalog of Porret's collection is as clear a digest of the central terms of emergent "preternatural history" as any other contemporary account. Porret, it seems, participated in the contemporary interest in natural wonders. Sinnelickheden are more than the makings of medicine. The emphatic concern with the stuff of nature and sensory engagement with it is crucial to an account of medical collecting. Porret's catalog bristles with natural particulars. We might say that it provides further evidence of Aristotelian investment in accumulating experience dovetailing, in the early modern era, with Baconian refutation of all but the facts of nature to effect a shift in the production of early modern knowledge.

Medical collecting in Holland at the turn of the seventeenth century was more widespread than is generally acknowledged either in accounts of early modern collecting or in histories of science. While some collections were clearly used for pedagogical purposes [the Leiden garden and Cluyt's collection of simplicia and watercolors come to mind straightaway], others were less clearly functional in that regard. The category of wonder, as recently explicated by Daston and Park, helps substantially to account for the impact these collections may have had and, indeed, for the ways in which they functioned philosophically. To know was, for these medical professionals, to know nature. And to know was to experience—to engage with the res naturae in all their wondrous particularity.

By 1621, Porret, then sixty-seven years old, was unable to visit his garden as frequently as he once had. Petrus Hondius wrote of him, in a dedicatory poem published in 1621: "Your old age prevents you more and more from walking two and three times a day up and back to your garden outside the city." 49 How important the garden had been to him as a resource is clear. Perhaps by this time Porret's collection served him not merely as a source of wonder and means of access to the natural particulars that were so fundamental to the discipline of natural history but also as a source of consolation. Whether or not this was the case, it offered a range of specimens and objects not unlike those for which gardens were built and in so doing constituted a crucial resource for a medical professional interested equally in use and wonder.
44. Ibid., 306. See Principe on the Sceptical Chymist, "vulgar chymists," and systematizers [Aspiring Adept, 52, 33, 46–47], and Sargent on Boyle's critique of speculative theorists [Diffident Naturalist, 27, 71–73].

45. "[The Person I mean here, is such a one, as by attentively looking about him, gathers Experience, not from his own Tryals alone, but from divers other matters of fact, which he heedfully observes, though he had no share in the effecting them, and on which he is dispos'd to make such Reflections, as may unforcedly be apply'd to confirm and increas'e in him the Sentiments of Natural Religion, and facilitate his Submission and Adherence to the Christian Religion" [Boyle, Christian Virtuoso, 11:306].
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